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RACE Loses a Winner, but the Path Forward 
Remains Unchanged; Reiterate Outperform
■ Ferrari Loses a Winner: We’re saddened to hear CEO Marchionne will not 

return to RACE due to health issues. He leaves with one of the strongest 
track records we’ve seen: RACE stock +155% since IPO and a history of 
achieving ambitious targets. While we expect near-term volatility as the stock 
digests the leadership change, we’d buy the stock on any pullback. 
Marchionne didn’t achieve RACE’s successes alone. Further, proposed CEO 
Camilleri (Philip Morris Chairman, RACE board member) has a strong track 
record and knows RACE intimately, which should mitigate any disruption risk. 

■ Key Catalyst: Analyst Day Will Go Forward, with Well-Vetted Plans: 
Importantly, per IR, RACE will still present its 5-year plan in/around Sept. 
Management/board have already vetted the plan details (RACE presented 
the plan to its board, including Camilleri, over a year ago). Targeting €2B in 
EBITDA by ‘22 at margins in line with Hermès (36.5% vs. 30% today) implies 
a 5-year EBITDA CAGR of +14% (in-line with RACE over past 3 years, but 
upside to Street’s +11% over next 3 years). Our ongoing confidence in RACE 
doubling EBITDA (& upside to the Street) should continue to push multiples 
toward the high end of luxury peers (RACE 20x EBITDA vs. Hermès 23x). 

■ New CEO Comes with Strong Reputation and Deep RACE Ties: Camilleri 
was CEO of PMI from ’08-‘13, where he added +90% to the stock. He also 
has a close relationship with Marchionne. Camilleri is Chairman at PMI 
(Marchionne is on Board) and he has been on the RACE board since ’15—
meaning he already has intimate knowledge of RACE’s 5-year plan. 

■ Valuation: Our $156 TP is ~20x our ‘19 EBITDA (in line with RACE multiples 
today & still below pinnacle luxury brands like Hermès at 23x), and 1.17 FX 
rate (vs. 1.19 prev). Risks: Macro volatility, competition, regulatory changes.

Share price performance
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On 20-Jul-2018 the S&P 500 INDEX closed at 2801.83
Daily Jul21, 2017 - Jul20, 2018, 07/21/17 = US$100.02

Quarterly EPS Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
2017A 0.65 0.72 0.74 0.72
2018E 0.78 0.81 0.83 0.83
2019E 0.87 0.94 0.95 0.98

Financial and valuation metrics
Year 12/17A 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E
EPS (CS adj.) (€) 2.83 3.25 3.75 4.38
Prev. EPS (€) - - - -
P/E rel. (%) 196.8 209.4 199.4 188.4
Revenue (€ m) 3,416.9 3,553.7 3,984.9 4,380.9
EBITDA (€ m) 1,036.0 1,135.7 1,288.1 1,456.9
OCFPS (€) 3.49 4.83 5.33 6.16
P/OCF (x) 25.0 24.7 22.4 19.4
EV/EBITDA (current) 22.8 20.8 18.4 16.2
Net debt (€ m) 1,158 1,011 893 708
ROIC (%) 28.75 27.74 27.12 27.33
 

Number of shares (m) 188.92 IC (current, € m) 1,942.41
BV/share (Next Qtr., €) 4.9 EV/IC (x) 11.2
Net debt  (Next Qtr., € m) 1,197.7 Dividend (current, €) 2.84
Net debt/tot eq (Next Qtr.,%) 129.5
Source: Company data, Thomson Reuters, Credit Suisse estimates
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Ferrari Loses a Winner 
It’s with a heavy heart that we read the news of Mr. Marchionne’s departure from Ferrari 
for health reasons. From our earliest days knowing him around the Ferrari IPO, he inspired 
us with his visionary approach to the brand and his against-the-grain insistence that this 
brand was more valuable than anyone in the financial community could imagine at the 
time. He set ambitious targets, hired and trained the best people, and delivered on what 
we thought was a stretch goal from the onset (driving €1B in EBITDA)...and he did it two 
years ahead of the IPO plan. 

We know Ferrari is entering a period of change as Mr. Marchionne departs, given how 
important he is to the culture of the company. But we very much look forward to watching 
the next chapters of the story he’s written at Ferrari. We believe the next five year plan has 
already been formulated and heavily vetted under his watch. We believe he will leave the 
brand in very capable hands for a next generation of management that knows the brand 
well and has consistently demonstrated the talent to execute his next plan. 

Proposed new CEO Louis Camilleri has a close relationship with Mr. Marchionne. Mr. 
Camilleri is the Chairman of the Board for Philip Morris International, where Mr. 
Marchionne is a board member, and Mr. Camilleri has also been on the Ferrari board 
since 2015—meaning he already has intimate knowledge of Ferrari’s 5-year plan that 
was presented to the board over a year ago. 

In our view, the clear evidence is that Mr. Marchionne complimented Ferrari’s unique 
brand heritage by establishing strong business principles at Ferrari that have led to 
significant value creation since the IPO (stock up +155% since the IPO)—and we believe 
those principles would be very difficult for a change in leadership to derail. We still believe 
that this brand has very high-value opportunities ahead (particularly as it extends to new 
categories like Hybrid/SUV, and pushes the GT business into new categories), and we 
absolutely still believe this business can deliver on its current informal targets of 
doubling EBITDA to €2B. 

While the stock may focus on the near-term uncertainty around the abrupt change in 
leadership, we believe the continuity plan (and Mr. Camilleri’s deep knowledge of the 
Ferrari brand) is strong and should help mitigate any potential disruption risks as the 
Ferrari team prepares to execute on the next five-year plan. 

We recommend looking through any near-term stock volatility based on our ongoing 
confidence that Ferrari will double its EBITDA over the next five years. 

Figure 1: Ferrari Share Price Performance Since IPO
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Mr. Marchionne’s 
vision that RACE was 

worth significantly 
more than the financial 

community realized 
resulted in +155% 

stock upside since the 
2015 IPO
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Near-Term Leadership Change Is Not Enough to Stop 
RACE’s Value-Creation Plan
As mentioned above, we believe Ferrari’s intention to present its new five year targets at 
an Analyst Day this fall will go forward despite Mr. Marchionne’s departure (from our 
conversations with IR over the weekend, we still expect the Analyst Day to take 
place in/around September). 

Importantly, we would note that Ferrari management has already spent significant time 
laying out the detailed financial plan and new car launch roadmap, and already presented 
the detailed plan to its board of directors (including proposed CEO Louis Camilleri as a 
board member) over a year ago. Said differently, Ferrari’s plan has already been vetted for 
over a year. And we still believe Ferrari will detail a plan to double EBITDA to €2B by 2022 
from €1B in 2017 (a +14% CAGR—above current Consensus estimates that assume 
EBITA will grow only +11% over the next three years). 

Ferrari has historically traded at a ~12% EV/EBITDA premium to the global luxury peer 
group over the past three years. With our confidence in Ferrari’s ability to double EBITDA 
(which should put upward pressure on Street estimates), we continue to believe Ferrari 
multiples can push towards the high end of luxury peers given: 

1) Demand Significantly Outstrips Supply: Current waitlists are 12-24 months 
long for Ferrari’s key models (488, Superfast 812). 

2) Highly Predictable Revenues and Cash Flows: In addition to high visibility into 
sales due to the waitlist, 60% of cars are sold to existing Ferrari owners, and 36% 
of customers own more than one Ferrari (high customer loyalty).

3) Ultra-High Pricing/Margins: Even on its underutilized manufacturing base, 
Ferrari has luxury-type EBITDA margins at 30% (more than 2x the average of 
Auto manufacturers)—and has reiterated over and over for years that it can push 
margins to be in line with pinnacle luxury names (like Hermès in the high-30’s). 

Figure 2: EBITDA Margins (TTM): Luxury Peers vs. Auto OEMs
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The Path to €2B in EBITDA by 2022
Based on our conversations with Ferrari over the weekend, we believe Ferrari continues to 
plan host an Analyst Day in/around September to lay out the detail behind its previously 
announced/informal target for reaching €2B in EBITDA by 2022. If Ferrari is able to reach 
its 5-year target for €2B in EBITDA by 2022, and assuming EBITDA margins in-line with 
Hermès at ~36.5% (Ferrari has referenced reaching Hermès margins, and Hermès 
margins were 36.5% at the time of the informal target), it would imply an EBITDA CAGR of 
+14% over the next 5 years (and would mean upside to Street estimates for a CAGR of 
+11% over next 3 years, given Street estimates are only reliable out 3 years). 

RACE has a history of beating targets (RACE beat its €1B EBITDA target from the IPO 
two years early). We do note that the implied +14% EBITDA CAGR over the next 5 years 
isn’t out of line with Ferrari’s +14% EBITDA CAGR over the past 3 years. But over the next 
5 years, the company will navigate the brand into new categories (like Hybrid/SUV) to 
continue to grow at that pace—making the details of the plan important to bolster investor 
confidence and to push for a multiple re-rating to the high end of the luxury group. 

Figure 3: The Path to €2B in EBITDA by 2022
US$ in millions, unless otherwise stated

Credit Suisse Ests. Ferrari Targets Consensus
5-Year 5-Year 3-Year

2017A 2022E
CAGR

('17-'22) 2022E
CAGR

('17-'22)
CAGR

('17-'20) Comments

Total Revenue € 3,417 € 5,098 +8% € 5,479 +10% +7% * Implied based on informal EBITDA & 
EBITDA margin targets

EBIT € 775 € 1,401 +13% € 1,604 +16% +11%
   EBITDA Margin 22.7% 27.5% 29.3%
   Margin Chg. ('17-'22) 479 bp 657 bp

EBITDA € 1,036 € 1,797 +12% € 2,000 +14% +11% * Informal target: €2B EBITDA by '22
   EBITDA Margin 30.3% 35.3% 36.5% with margins approx 36.5% (in-line
   Margin Chg. ('17-'22) 494 bp 618 bp with Hermes '16 EBITDA margins)

EPS € 2.83 € 5.69 +15% € 6.50 +18% +13% * '22 EPS excludes any tax rate benefit 
from patent box

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, Thomson Reuters Datastream

Figure 4: Ferrari EBITDA CAGR Comparison
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New CEO Comes with Strong Reputation and Deep 
Ties to the Ferrari Brand
In the coming days, shareholders will vote on the proposed CEO, Louis C. Camilleri (who 
was CEO of Philip Morris International from 2008 until 2013). From our analysis and 
industry checks, Mr. Camilleri has a solid historical track record as well. He was CEO of 
Altria from 2002-2008, and then served as CEO of PMI upon its spin-off in 2008 until 2013. 
Under his leadership, he added +90% to PMI’s stock value. 

Importantly, Mr. Camilleri is currently the Chairman of the Board for Philip Morris 
International—where Mr. Marchionne is a board member. And likewise, Mr. Camilleri has 
been a member on Ferrari’s Board of Directors since 2015. 

Ferrari management already presented its new five year targets for the Analyst Day to the 
Board of Directors (which includes Mr. Camilleri) over a year ago—including a detailed 
financial plan and a full map of all new car launches for the next five years (which includes 
hybrid and SUV). 

We know Ferrari is entering a period of change as Mr. Marchionne departs. And we 
believe the next five year plan (whenever it is delivered) will have largely been formulated 
under Mr. Marchionne’s watch. 

Valuation
While the stock may focus on the near-term uncertainty around the abrupt change in 
leadership, we believe the continuity plan (and Mr. Camilleri’s deep knowledge of the 
Ferrari brand) is strong and should help mitigate any potential disruption risks as the 
Ferrari team prepares to execute on the next five year plan. Importantly, we absolutely 
still believe this business can deliver on its current informal targets of doubling 
EBITDA to €2B.

Ferrari has historically traded at a ~12% EV/EBITDA premium to the global luxury peer 
group over the past three years. With our confidence in Ferrari’s ability to double EBITDA 
(which should put upward pressure on Street estimates), we continue to believe Ferrari 
multiples can push towards the high end of luxury peers (Ferrari trades at ~20x EBITDA 
today, above the luxury peer average of ~16x but still below pinnacle luxury brands like 
Hermès at 23x).

We are reiterating our Outperform rating and recommend looking through any near-term 
stock volatility based on our confidence that Ferrari will double its EBITDA over the next 
five years. Our target price of $156 is based on ~20x our 2019 EBITDA (approximately in-
line with Ferrari multiples today), and assumes a 1.17 FX rate. 
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Figure 5: Luxury Peer Group Valuation Table
US$ in millions, unless otherwise stated

Mkt. Ent. EV/EBITDA P/E Cash Flow
Cap. Val. EV/EBITDA 3-Yr. 5-Yr. P/E 3-Yr. 5-Yr.

Company ($B) ($B) NTM CY18 CY19 Avg. Avg. NTM CY18 CY19 Avg. Avg.
GLOBAL LUXURY
LVMH $174.4 $185.8 13.2x 13.8x 12.7x 10.7x 10.3x 24.0x 25.3x 23.1x 20.5x 19.0x
Hermès $67.4 $64.0 23.2x 24.3x 22.5x 19.7x 18.8x 41.3x 43.5x 39.8x 34.2x 32.5x
Richemont $45.9 $40.0 10.8x 11.6x 10.3x 11.0x 10.8x 25.8x 27.5x 24.4x 21.4x 20.0x
Tiffany & Co. $16.9 $16.7 14.9x 15.6x 14.5x 10.6x 10.7x 26.9x 29.0x 25.5x 20.6x 20.6x
Burberry $11.8 $10.6 13.7x 13.7x 13.4x 10.2x 10.4x 26.6x 27.1x 26.0x 19.7x 19.4x
Moncler $11.6 $11.3 19.0x 20.6x 18.0x 13.1x 13.4x 30.8x 33.5x 29.2x 21.9x 22.6x
Prada $11.4 $11.6 13.9x 15.2x 13.1x 11.3x 11.4x 28.6x 31.7x 26.8x 24.7x 23.3x
Salvatore Ferragamo $3.9 $3.8 13.3x 14.6x 12.5x 12.2x 12.6x 26.1x 29.6x 24.1x 21.7x 22.4x
Brunello Cucinelli $2.8 $2.9 23.8x 25.3x 22.8x 17.4x 18.3x 45.5x 48.9x 43.4x 33.4x 35.2x
Global Luxury Average 16.2x 17.2x 15.5x 12.9x 13.0x 30.6x 32.9x 29.1x 24.2x 23.9x

Ferrari $26.5 $27.7 20.0x 21.1x 19.2x 14.8x 14.8x 35.9x 38.3x 34.3x 27.2x 27.2x

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates, Thomson Reuters Datastream

Figure 6: Ferrari Historical EV/EBITDA vs. Luxury Peers
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Figure 7: RACE Income Statement (Credit Suisse Estimates)
US$ in millions, unless otherwise stated
Ferrari Fiscal Yr Fiscal Yr 2017 Fiscal Yr 2018 Fiscal Yr 2019 Fiscal Yr Fiscal Yr
(€ in millions) 2015 2016 1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q 2017 1Q 2QE 3QE 4QE 2018E 1QE 2QE 3QE 4QE 2019E 2020E

2015 2016 Mar-17 Jun-17 Sep-17 Dec-17 2017 Mar-18 Jun-18 Sep-18 Dec-18 2018 Mar-19 Jun-19 Sep-19 Dec-19 2019 2020
Income Statement

Total Units Shipped 7,664 8,014 2,003 2,332 2,046 2,017 8,398 2,128 2,462 2,237 2,283 9,110 2,286 2,610 2,348 2,416 9,659 10,266
   YOY % 5.6% 4.6% 6.4% 5.3% 3.4% 4.0% 4.8% 6.2% 5.6% 9.3% 13.2% 8.5% 7.4% 6.0% 5.0% 5.8% 6.0% 6.3%

Total Revenue € 2,854 € 3,105 € 821 € 920 € 836 € 840 € 3,417 € 831 € 902 € 883 € 938 € 3,554 € 930 € 1,018 € 982 € 1,055 € 3,985 € 4,381
   YOY % 3.3% 8.8% 21.5% 13.5% 6.7% 0.5% 10.0% 1.3% (2.0%) 5.6% 11.7% 4.0% 11.9% 12.9% 11.3% 12.4% 12.1% 9.9%
   YOY % ex-FX (2.9%) 9.4% 20.4% 12.8% 9.3% 4.0% 11.2% 6.3% 2.7% 6.4% 11.9% 6.8% 10.8% 12.2% 11.8% 12.4% 11.8% 9.9%

Cost of Sales 1,499 1,580 398 458 396 399 1,651 391 449 423 451 1,713 434 503 466 501 1,904 2,079
Gross Profit € 1,356 € 1,525 € 423 € 462 € 440 € 441 € 1,766 € 440 € 453 € 460 € 487 € 1,841 € 495 € 515 € 516 € 554 € 2,081 € 2,302
   YOY % 7.9% 12.5% 23.5% 16.0% 13.6% 11.1% 15.8% 4.1% (1.9%) 4.5% 10.5% 4.2% 12.5% 13.6% 12.3% 13.7% 13.0% 10.6%
   Gross Margin 47.5% 49.1% 51.5% 50.2% 52.7% 52.5% 51.7% 53.0% 50.3% 52.1% 51.9% 51.8% 53.3% 50.6% 52.6% 52.5% 52.2% 52.5%
   Margin Chg. YOY 201 bp 163 bp 84 bp 104 bp 319 bp 499 bp 256 bp 144 bp 5 bp (56) bp (55) bp 11 bp 32 bp 33 bp 47 bp 58 bp 42 bp 33 bp

SG&A Expense € 339 € 295 € 73 € 92 € 91 € 74 € 329 € 66 € 87 € 94 € 82 € 329 € 73 € 97 € 103 € 90 € 362 € 381
   YOY € € 39 -€ 43 € 12 -€ 3 € 14 € 10 € 34 -€ 6 -€ 5 € 3 € 8 € 0 € 6 € 10 € 9 € 8 € 33 € 18
   YOY % 12.8% (12.8%) 20.1% (2.9%) 18.3% 15.6% 11.5% (8.5%) (5.0%) 3.6% 10.4% 0.1% 9.8% 11.2% 9.2% 9.8% 10.0% 5.1%
   % of Revenues 11.9% 9.5% 8.8% 10.0% 10.8% 8.8% 9.6% 8.0% 9.7% 10.6% 8.7% 9.3% 7.8% 9.5% 10.4% 8.5% 9.1% 8.7%
   Margin Chg. YOY 100 bp (236) bp (10) bp (168) bp 106 bp 115 bp 12 bp (86) bp (30) bp (20) bp (10) bp (36) bp (15) bp (15) bp (20) bp (20) bp (18) bp (40) bp

Research & Development € 562 € 614 € 172 € 163 € 147 € 175 € 657 € 173 € 150 € 147 € 184 € 653 € 194 € 171 € 164 € 207 € 736 € 805
   YOY € € 21 € 52 € 14 € 16 € 10 € 4 € 43 € 0 -€ 12 -€ 1 € 9 -€ 4 € 21 € 20 € 18 € 24 € 83 € 69
   YOY % 3.8% 9.3% 8.8% 10.7% 7.3% 2.2% 7.1% 0.3% (7.5%) (0.4%) 5.0% (0.6%) 12.1% 13.6% 12.0% 13.0% 12.7% 9.3%
   % of Revenues 19.7% 19.8% 21.0% 17.7% 17.6% 20.8% 19.2% 20.8% 16.7% 16.6% 19.6% 18.4% 20.8% 16.8% 16.7% 19.7% 18.5% 18.4%
   Margin Chg. YOY 10 bp 9 bp (244) bp (45) bp 10 bp 33 bp (53) bp (20) bp (100) bp (100) bp (125) bp (84) bp 5 bp 10 bp 10 bp 10 bp 9 bp (10) bp

Other Operating Expense/(Income) € 11 € 21 € 1 € 6 (€ 0) (€ 3) € 4 (€ 9) € 0 € 0 € 0 (€ 9) € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0

EBIT € 444 € 595 € 177 € 202 € 202 € 194 € 775 € 210 € 216 € 219 € 221 € 866 € 229 € 247 € 250 € 256 € 982 € 1,116
   YOY € € 55 € 151 € 56 € 47 € 30 € 48 € 180 € 33 € 14 € 17 € 27 € 91 € 19 € 32 € 30 € 35 € 116 € 134
   YOY % 14.1% 33.9% 46.1% 30.2% 17.3% 33.0% 30.3% 18.5% 6.9% 8.4% 14.0% 11.7% 9.1% 14.7% 13.8% 15.7% 13.4% 13.6%
   Operating Margin 15.6% 19.2% 21.6% 21.9% 24.2% 23.1% 22.7% 25.3% 23.9% 24.8% 23.6% 24.4% 24.6% 24.3% 25.4% 24.3% 24.6% 25.5%
   Margin Chg. YOY 147 bp 360 bp 364 bp 280 bp 218 bp 565 bp 353 bp 368 bp 200 bp 64 bp 48 bp 169 bp (63) bp 38 bp 57 bp 68 bp 27 bp 83 bp

Add Back: Other Expense € 29 € 37 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0 € 0
Adjusted EBIT € 473 € 632 € 177 € 202 € 202 € 194 € 775 € 210 € 216 € 219 € 221 € 866 € 229 € 247 € 250 € 256 € 982 € 1,116
   YOY € € 69 € 159 € 56 € 37 € 31 € 20 € 143 € 33 € 14 € 17 € 27 € 91 € 19 € 32 € 30 € 35 € 116 € 134
   YOY % 17.0% 33.5% 46.1% 22.3% 17.9% 11.6% 22.7% 18.5% 6.9% 8.4% 14.0% 11.7% 9.1% 14.7% 13.8% 15.7% 13.4% 13.6%
   Operating Margin 16.6% 20.4% 21.6% 21.9% 24.2% 23.1% 22.7% 25.3% 23.9% 24.8% 23.6% 24.4% 24.6% 24.3% 25.4% 24.3% 24.6% 25.5%
   Margin Chg. YOY 194 bp 377 bp 364 bp 157 bp 230 bp 230 bp 234 bp 368 bp 200 bp 64 bp 48 bp 169 bp (63) bp 38 bp 57 bp 68 bp 27 bp 83 bp

Depreciation & Amortization € 275 € 248 € 65 € 68 € 64 € 64 € 261 € 62 € 68 € 68 € 72 € 269 € 71 € 77 € 76 € 82 € 306 € 341
   % of Revenues 9.6% 8.0% 7.9% 7.4% 7.6% 7.6% 7.6% 7.5% 7.5% 7.7% 7.6% 7.6% 7.6% 7.6% 7.8% 7.7% 7.7% 7.8%
   Margin Chg. YOY (84) bp (165) bp (46) bp (17) bp (34) bp (47) bp (35) bp (38) bp 5 bp 5 bp 5 bp (5) bp 10 bp 10 bp 10 bp 10 bp 10 bp 10 bp
Adjusted EBITDA € 748 € 880 € 242 € 270 € 266 € 258 € 1,036 € 272 € 283 € 287 € 293 € 1,136 € 300 € 325 € 326 € 338 € 1,288 € 1,457
   YOY € € 55 € 132 € 64 € 44 € 32 € 17 € 156 € 30 € 13 € 21 € 35 € 100 € 27 € 41 € 39 € 45 € 152 € 169
   YOY % 7.9% 17.6% 36.1% 19.3% 13.7% 6.9% 17.8% 12.6% 4.8% 7.9% 13.6% 9.6% 10.1% 14.6% 13.6% 15.2% 13.4% 13.1%
   EBITDA Margin 26.2% 28.3% 29.5% 29.4% 31.8% 30.7% 30.3% 32.8% 31.4% 32.5% 31.2% 32.0% 32.2% 31.9% 33.2% 32.0% 32.3% 33.3%
   Margin Chg. YOY 110 bp 213 bp 317 bp 140 bp 196 bp 183 bp 199 bp 330 bp 205 bp 69 bp 53 bp 164 bp (53) bp 48 bp 67 bp 78 bp 37 bp 93 bp

Net Financial Expense/(Income) 10 28 4 13 8 4 29 4 5 4 4 18 4 4 4 4 16 14
Profit Before Taxes € 463 € 604 € 174 € 188 € 194 € 190 € 746 € 206 € 211 € 215 € 217 € 849 € 225 € 243 € 246 € 252 € 966 € 1,102
   Pre-Tax Margin 16.2% 19.5% 21.2% 20.5% 23.2% 22.6% 21.8% 24.7% 23.4% 24.3% 23.1% 23.9% 24.2% 23.9% 25.0% 23.9% 24.2% 25.2%

Income Taxes 154 177 49 53 54 53 209 57 57 58 61 233 61 66 66 68 261 287
   Tax Rate 33.1% 29.3% 28.5% 28.0% 27.6% 27.9% 28.0% 27.9% 27.0% 27.0% 28.0% 27.5% 27.0% 27.0% 27.0% 27.0% 27.0% 26.0%
Adjusted Net Income € 310 € 428 € 124 € 136 € 141 € 137 € 538 € 148 € 154 € 157 € 156 € 616 € 164 € 178 € 179 € 184 € 705 € 816
   YOY % 10.6% 38.1% 60.1% 20.2% 25.1% 10.2% 25.7% 19.4% 13.6% 11.6% 14.1% 14.5% 10.6% 15.2% 14.4% 17.8% 14.6% 15.6%
   Net Income Margin 10.8% 13.8% 15.1% 14.8% 16.8% 16.3% 15.7% 17.8% 17.1% 17.8% 16.7% 17.3% 17.7% 17.4% 18.3% 17.5% 17.7% 18.6%

EPS € 1.64 € 2.26 € 0.65 € 0.72 € 0.74 € 0.72 € 2.83 € 0.78 € 0.81 € 0.83 € 0.83 € 3.25 € 0.87 € 0.94 € 0.95 € 0.98 € 3.75 € 4.38
   YOY % 10.6% 38.1% 59.4% 19.7% 24.5% 9.7% 25.2% 19.5% 13.8% 11.9% 14.6% 14.8% 11.2% 16.0% 15.2% 18.8% 15.4% 16.7%

Diluted Shares 188.9 188.9 189.8 189.8 189.8 189.8 189.8 189.7 189.4 189.2 189.0 189.3 188.6 188.2 187.8 187.4 188.0 186.3
   YOY % 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% (0.1%) (0.2%) (0.3%) (0.4%) (0.2%) (0.6%) (0.7%) (0.7%) (0.8%) (0.7%) (0.9%)

Cash Dividends per Share € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.64 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.64 € 0.00 € 0.71 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.71 € 0.00 € 0.82 € 0.00 € 0.00 € 0.82 € 0.94
   YOY % na na na na 0.0% 0.0% na na 12.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.0% 0.0% 15.0% 0.0% 0.0% 15.0% 15.0%
   Payout Ratio 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 88.7% 0.0% 0.0% 22.4% 0.0% 87.4% 0.0% 0.0% 21.9% 0.0% 86.6% 0.0% 0.0% 21.8% 21.5%

Source: Company data, Credit Suisse estimates
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Ferrari N.V.  (RACE)
Price (20 Jul 2018): US$140.0; Rating: OUTPERFORM; Target Price: 156.00; Analyst: Michael Binetti
Income Statement 12/17A 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E
Revenue (€ m) 3,416.9 3,553.7 3,984.9 4,380.9
EBITDA (€ m) 1,036 1,136 1,288 1,457
Depr. & amort. (261) (269) (306) (341)
EBIT (€) 775 866 982 1,116
Net interest exp (29) (18) (16) (14)
PBT (€) 746 849 966 1,102
Income taxes (209) (233) (261) (287)
Profit after tax 538 616 705 816
Other NPAT adjustments 0 0 0 0
Cash Flow 12/17A 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E
Cash flow from operations 663 914 1,003 1,148
CAPEX (594) (770) (769) (810)
Free cashflow to the firm 271 367 473 600
Cash flow from investments (379) (547) (530) (548)
Net share issue(/repurchase) 0 (105) (200) (240)
Dividends paid (121) (135) (154) (175)
Changes in Net Cash/Debt 232 147 119 185
Balance Sheet (€) 12/17A 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E
Cash & cash equivalents 648 661 580 565
Account receivables 239 262 294 323
Other current assets 800 803 804 806
Total fixed assets 710 892 1,022 1,129
Investment securities 30 29 29 29
Total assets 4,141 4,569 4,937 5,364
Total current liabilities 3,357 3,315 3,185 3,050
Shareholder equity 779 1,250 1,748 2,310
Total liabilities and equity 4,141 4,569 4,937 5,364
Net debt 1,158 1,011 893 708
Per share 12/17A 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E
No. of shares (wtd avg) 190 189 188 186
CS adj. EPS 2.83 3.25 3.75 4.38
Prev. EPS  (€) - - - -
Dividend (€) 0.64 0.71 0.82 0.94
Free cash flow per share 0.36 0.76 1.24 1.81
Earnings 12/17A 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E
Sales growth (%) 10.0 4.0 12.1 9.9
EBIT growth (%) 22.7 11.7 13.4 13.6
Net profit growth (%) 25.7 14.5 14.6 15.6
EPS growth (%) 25.2 14.8 15.4 16.7
EBITDA margin (%) 30.3 32.0 32.3 33.3
EBIT margin (%) 22.7 24.4 24.6 25.5
Pretax margin (%) 21.8 23.9 24.2 25.2
Net margin (%) 15.7 17.3 17.7 18.6
Valuation 12/17A 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E
EV/EBITDA (x) 22.8 20.8 18.4 16.2
P/E (x) 42.2 36.7 31.8 27.3
Returns 12/17A 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E
ROIC (%) 28.7 27.7 27.1 27.3
Gearing 12/17A 12/18E 12/19E 12/20E
Net debt/equity (%) 147.8 80.6 51.0 30.6
Quarterly EPS Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
2017A 0.65 0.72 0.74 0.72
2018E 0.78 0.81 0.83 0.83
2019E 0.87 0.94 0.95 0.98

Company Background
Ferrari is among the world’s leading luxury brands focused on the 
design, engineering, production and sale of the world’s most 
recognizable luxury performance sports cars.

Blue/Grey Sky Scenario

Our Blue Sky Scenario (US$) 174.00
Our $174 one-year valuation in a blue sky scenario is based on an 
EV/EBITDA of ~21x our blue sky CY19 EBITDA of €1.4B. Our blue 
sky CY19 EBITDA is based on 1) revenue growth +15% (improved 
selling prices and unit volumes) and 2) ~33.5% EBITDA margin 
(improved incremental car margins and manufacturing base 
utilization).

Our Grey Sky Scenario (US$) 107.00
Our $107 one-year valuation in a grey sky scenario is based on an 
EV/EBITDA of ~15x our grey sky CY19 EBITDA of €1.2B. Our grey 
sky CY19 EBITDA is based on 1) revenue growth +9% (slowed unit 
volume and less price taking) and 2) ~31.5% EBITDA margin (less 
incremental car margins and less efficient manufacturing base 
utilization).

Share price performance

RA CE.N S& P 5 0 0  IN D EX

O ct - 1 7 Jan - 1 8 A p r - 1 8 Ju l - 1 8
9 0

1 1 0

1 3 0

1 5 0

On 20-Jul-2018 the S&P 500 INDEX closed at 2801.83
Daily Jul21, 2017 - Jul20, 2018, 07/21/17 = US$100.02

Source: Company data, Thomson Reuters, Credit Suisse estimates
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Companies Mentioned (Price as of 20-Jul-2018)
Altria Group, Inc. (MO.N, $57.64)
BMW (BMWG.DE, €79.28)
Brunello Cucinelli SpA (BCU.MI, €35.95)
Burberry Group (BRBY.L, 2152.0p)
Canada Goose Holdings, Inc. (GOOS.TO, C$83.08)
Daimler (DAIGn.DE, €57.26)
Ferrari N.V. (RACE.N, $140.0, OUTPERFORM, TP $156.0)
Fiat Chrysler Automobile (FCHA.MI, €16.416)
Ford Motor Company (F.N, $10.56)
General Motors Company. (GM.N, $39.4)
Hermes International (HRMS.PA, €544.6)
L'Oreal (OREP.PA, €211.9)
LVMH (LVMH.PA, €296.25)
Moncler (MONC.MI, €38.89)
Philip Morris International (PM.N, $84.31)
Prada SpA (1913.HK, HK$35.0)
Richemont (CFRUY.PK, $8.71)
Salvatore Ferragamo Spa (SFER.MI, €19.925)
The Estee Lauder Companies Inc. (EL.N, $141.08)
Tiffany & Co (TIF.N, $136.37)
Volkswagen (VOWG_p.DE, €144.66)

Disclosure Appendix
Analyst Certification 
I, Michael Binetti, certify that (1) the views expressed in this report accurately reflect my personal views about all of the subject companies and 
securities and (2) no part of my compensation was, is or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in 
this report.

3-Year Price and Rating History for Ferrari N.V. (RACE.N)

RACE.N Closing Price Target Price   
Date (US$) (US$) Rating  
12-Mar-18 124.32 150.00 O *  
03-May-18 130.99 156.00   
* Asterisk signifies initiation or assumption of coverage.

Target Price Closing Price RACE.N

01- Apr- 2018 01- May- 2018 01- Jun- 2018 01- Jul- 2018
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O U T PERFO RM

As of December 10, 2012 Analysts’ stock rating are defined as follows:
Outperform (O) : The stock’s total return is expected to outperform the relevant benchmark* over the next 12 months.
Neutral (N) : The stock’s total return is expected to be in line with the relevant benchmark* over the next 12 months.
Underperform (U) : The stock’s total return is expected to underperform the relevant benchmark* over the next 12 months.
 *Relevant benchmark by region: As of 10th December 2012, Japanese ratings are based on a stock’s total return relative to the analyst's coverage universe which 
consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector, with Outperforms representing the most attractive, Neutrals the less attractive, and 
Underperforms the least attractive investment opportunities. As of 2nd October 2012, U.S. and Canadian as well as European ratings are based on a stock’s total 
return relative to the analyst's coverage universe which consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector, with Outperforms representing the 
most attractive, Neutrals the less attractive, and Underperforms the least attractive investment opportunities. For Latin American and Asia stocks (excluding Japan 
and Australia), ratings are based on a stock’s total return relative to the average total return of the relevant country or regional benchmark (India - S&P BSE Sensex 
Index); prior to 2nd October 2012 U.S. and Canadian ratings were based on (1) a stock’s absolute total return potential to its current share price and (2) the relative 
attractiveness of a stock’s total return potential within an analyst’s coverage universe. For Australian and New Zealand stocks, the expected total return (ETR) 
calculation includes 12-month rolling dividend yield. An Outperform rating is assigned where an ETR is greater than or equal to 7.5%; Underperform where an ETR 
less than or equal to 5%. A Neutral may be assigned where the ETR is between -5% and 15%. The overlapping rating range allows analysts to assign a rating that 
puts ETR in the context of associated risks. Prior to 18 May 2015, ETR ranges for Outperform and Underperform ratings did not overlap with Neutral thresholds 
between 15% and 7.5%, which was in operation from 7 July 2011.
Restricted (R) : In certain circumstances, Credit Suisse policy and/or applicable law and regulations preclude certain types of communications, 
including an investment recommendation, during the course of Credit Suisse's engagement in an investment banking transaction and in certain other 
circumstances.
Not Rated (NR) : Credit Suisse Equity Research does not have an investment rating or view on the stock or any other securities related to the 
company at this time.
Not Covered (NC) : Credit Suisse Equity Research does not provide ongoing coverage of the company or offer an investment rating or investment 
view on the equity security of the company or related products.
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Volatility Indicator [V] : A stock is defined as volatile if the stock price has moved up or down by 20% or more in a month in at least 8 of the past 24 
months or the analyst expects significant volatility going forward.
Analysts’ sector weightings are distinct from analysts’ stock ratings and are based on the analyst’s expectations for the fundamentals and/or 
valuation of the sector* relative to the group’s historic fundamentals and/or valuation:
Overweight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is favorable over the next 12 months.
Market Weight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is neutral over the next 12 months.
Underweight : The analyst’s expectation for the sector’s fundamentals and/or valuation is cautious over the next 12 months.
 *An analyst’s coverage sector consists of all companies covered by the analyst within the relevant sector. An analyst may cover multiple sectors.

Credit Suisse's distribution of stock ratings (and banking clients) is:

Global Ratings Distribution
Rating Versus universe (%) Of which banking clients (%)
Outperform/Buy* 49% (62% banking clients)
Neutral/Hold* 36% (58% banking clients)
Underperform/Sell* 13% (52% banking clients)
Restricted 2%
*For purposes of the NYSE and FINRA ratings distribution disclosure requirements, our stock ratings of Outperform, Neutral, and Underperform most closely 
correspond to Buy, Hold, and Sell, respectively; however, the meanings are not the same, as our stock ratings are determined on a relative basis. (Please refer to 
definitions above.) An investor's decision to buy or sell a security should be based on investment objectives, current holdings, and other individual factors.

Important Global Disclosures 
Credit Suisse’s research reports are made available to clients through our proprietary research portal on CS PLUS. Credit Suisse research products 
may also be made available through third-party vendors or alternate electronic means as a convenience. Certain research products are only made 
available through CS PLUS. The services provided by Credit Suisse’s analysts to clients may depend on a specific client’s preferences regarding the 
frequency and manner of receiving communications, the client’s risk profile and investment, the size and scope of the overall client relationship with 
the Firm, as well as legal and regulatory constraints. To access all of Credit Suisse’s research that you are entitled to receive in the most timely 
manner, please contact your sales representative or go to https://plus.credit-suisse.com . 
Credit Suisse’s policy is to update research reports as it deems appropriate, based on developments with the subject company, the sector or the 
market that may have a material impact on the research views or opinions stated herein.
Credit Suisse's policy is only to publish investment research that is impartial, independent, clear, fair and not misleading. For more detail please refer 
to Credit Suisse's Policies for Managing Conflicts of Interest in connection with Investment Research: https://www.credit-
suisse.com/sites/disclaimers-ib/en/managing-conflicts.html . 
Credit Suisse does not provide any tax advice. Any statement herein regarding any US federal tax is not intended or written to be used, and cannot 
be used, by any taxpayer for the purposes of avoiding any penalties.
Credit Suisse has decided not to enter into business relationships with companies that Credit Suisse has determined to be involved in the 
development, manufacture, or acquisition of anti-personnel mines and cluster munitions. For Credit Suisse's position on the issue, please see 
https://www.credit-suisse.com/media/assets/corporate/docs/about-us/responsibility/banking/policy-summaries-en.pdf . 
The analyst(s) responsible for preparing this research report received compensation that is based upon various factors including Credit Suisse's total 
revenues, a portion of which are generated by Credit Suisse's investment banking activities

Target Price and Rating
Valuation Methodology and Risks: (12 months) for Ferrari N.V. (RACE.N)

Method: Our $156 price target is based on ~20x our CY19 EBITDA (approximately in-line with RACE multiples today) and a 1.17 FX rate. We rate 
the stock Outperform given the significant upside embedded in our price target.

Risk: Risks to our $156 price target and Outperform rating include decelerating global wealth trends, increasing competition, changes in 
regulatory requirements, and inability to innovate new models.

Please refer to the firm's disclosure website at https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures/view/selectArchive for the definitions of abbreviations 
typically used in the target price method and risk sections. 
See the Companies Mentioned section for full company names 
Credit Suisse or a member of the Credit Suisse Group is a market maker or liquidity provider in the securities of the following subject issuer(s): 
RACE.N
A member of the Credit Suisse Group is party to an agreement with, or may have provided services set out in sections A and B of Annex I of 
Directive 2014/65/EU of the European Parliament and Council ("MiFID Services") to, the subject issuer (RACE.N) within the past 12 months.
For date and time of production, dissemination and history of recommendation for the subject company(ies) featured in this report, disseminated 
within the past 12 months, please refer to the link: https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures/view/report?i=371044&v=-
6lb0325rkj6uq32nx5x8pqxu2 . 
Important Regional Disclosures 
Singapore recipients should contact Credit Suisse AG, Singapore Branch for any matters arising from this research report.
The analyst(s) involved in the preparation of this report may participate in events hosted by the subject company, including site visits. Credit Suisse 
does not accept or permit analysts to accept payment or reimbursement for travel expenses associated with these events.

https://plus.credit-suisse.com
https://www.credit-suisse.com/sites/disclaimers-ib/en/managing-conflicts.html
https://www.credit-suisse.com/sites/disclaimers-ib/en/managing-conflicts.html
https://www.credit-suisse.com/media/assets/corporate/docs/about-us/responsibility/banking/policy-summaries-en.pdf
https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures/view/selectArchive
https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures/view/report?i=371044&v=-6lb0325rkj6uq32nx5x8pqxu2
https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures/view/report?i=371044&v=-6lb0325rkj6uq32nx5x8pqxu2
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Restrictions on certain Canadian securities are indicated by the following abbreviations: NVS--Non-Voting shares; RVS--Restricted Voting Shares; 
SVS--Subordinate Voting Shares.
Individuals receiving this report from a Canadian investment dealer that is not affiliated with Credit Suisse should be advised that this report may not 
contain regulatory disclosures the non-affiliated Canadian investment dealer would be required to make if this were its own report.
For Credit Suisse Securities (Canada), Inc.'s policies and procedures regarding the dissemination of equity research, please visit https://www.credit-
suisse.com/sites/disclaimers-ib/en/canada-research-policy.html.
Principal is not guaranteed in the case of equities because equity prices are variable.
Commission is the commission rate or the amount agreed with a customer when setting up an account or at any time after that.
This research report is authored by:
Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC ...........................................................................................Michael Binetti ; KC Katten ; Zachary McCullough
Credit Suisse International.......................................................................................................................................................Daniel Schwarz, CFA
To the extent this is a report authored in whole or in part by a non-U.S. analyst and is made available in the U.S., the following are important 
disclosures regarding any non-U.S. analyst contributors: The non-U.S. research analysts listed below (if any) are not registered/qualified as research 
analysts with FINRA. The non-U.S. research analysts listed below may not be associated persons of CSSU and therefore may not be subject to the 
FINRA 2241 and NYSE Rule 472 restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a 
research analyst account.
Credit Suisse International.......................................................................................................................................................Daniel Schwarz, CFA
Important disclosures regarding companies that are the subject of this report are available by calling +1 (877) 291-2683. The same important 
disclosures, with the exception of valuation methodology and risk discussions, are also available on Credit Suisse’s disclosure website at 
https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures . For valuation methodology and risks associated with any recommendation, price target, or rating 
referenced in this report, please refer to the disclosures section of the most recent report regarding the subject company. 

https://rave.credit-suisse.com/disclosures
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This report is produced by subsidiaries and affiliates of Credit Suisse operating under its Global Markets Division. For more information on our structure, please use the following link: https://www.credit-suisse.com/who-we-are This report may 
contain material that is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use 
would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Credit Suisse or its affiliates ("CS") to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction. All material presented in this report, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is 
under copyright to CS. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, transmitted to, copied or distributed to any other party, without the prior express written permission of CS. All trademarks, service marks 
and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of CS or its affiliates.The information, tools and material presented in this report are provided to you for information purposes only and are 
not to be used or considered as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to sell or to buy or subscribe for securities or other financial instruments. CS may not have taken any steps to ensure that the securities referred to in this report are suitable for 
any particular investor. CS will not treat recipients of this report as its customers by virtue of their receiving this report. The investments and services contained or referred to in this report may not be suitable for you and it is recommended that 
you consult an independent investment advisor if you are in doubt about such investments or investment services. Nothing in this report constitutes investment, legal, accounting or tax advice, or a representation that any investment or strategy 
is suitable or appropriate to your individual circumstances, or otherwise constitutes a personal recommendation to you. CS does not advise on the tax consequences of investments and you are advised to contact an independent tax adviser. 
Please note in particular that the bases and levels of taxation may change. Information and opinions presented in this report have been obtained or derived from sources believed by CS to be reliable, but CS makes no representation as to their 
accuracy or completeness. CS accepts no liability for loss arising from the use of the material presented in this report, except that this exclusion of liability does not apply to the extent that such liability arises under specific statutes or regulations 
applicable to CS. This report is not to be relied upon in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment. CS may have issued, and may in the future issue, other communications that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions 
from, the information presented in this report. Those communications reflect the different assumptions, views and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared them and CS is under no obligation to ensure that such other communications 
are brought to the attention of any recipient of this report. Some investments referred to in this report will be offered solely by a single entity and in the case of some investments solely by CS, or an associate of CS or CS may be the only market 
maker in such investments. Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Information, opinions and 
estimates contained in this report reflect a judgment at its original date of publication by CS and are subject to change without notice. The price, value of and income from any of the securities or financial instruments mentioned in this report can 
fall as well as rise. The value of securities and financial instruments is subject to exchange rate fluctuation that may have a positive or adverse effect on the price or income of such securities or financial instruments. Investors in securities such 
as ADR's, the values of which are influenced by currency volatility, effectively assume this risk. Structured securities are complex instruments, typically involve a high degree of risk and are intended for sale only to sophisticated investors who are 
capable of understanding and assuming the risks involved. The market value of any structured security may be affected by changes in economic, financial and political factors (including, but not limited to, spot and forward interest and exchange 
rates), time to maturity, market conditions and volatility, and the credit quality of any issuer or reference issuer. Any investor interested in purchasing a structured product should conduct their own investigation and analysis of the product and 
consult with their own professional advisers as to the risks involved in making such a purchase. Some investments discussed in this report may have a high level of volatility. High volatility investments may experience sudden and large falls in 
their value causing losses when that investment is realised. Those losses may equal your original investment. Indeed, in the case of some investments the potential losses may exceed the amount of initial investment and, in such 
circumstances, you may be required to pay more money to support those losses. Income yields from investments may fluctuate and, in consequence, initial capital paid to make the investment may be used as part of that income yield. Some 
investments may not be readily realisable and it may be difficult to sell or realise those investments, similarly it may prove difficult for you to obtain reliable information about the value, or risks, to which such an investment is exposed. This report 
may provide the addresses of, or contain hyperlinks to, websites. Except to the extent to which the report refers to website material of CS, CS has not reviewed any such site and takes no responsibility for the content contained therein. Such 
address or hyperlink (including addresses or hyperlinks to CS's own website material) is provided solely for your convenience and information and the content of any such website does not in any way form part of this document. Accessing such 
website or following such link through this report or CS's website shall be at your own risk.

This report is issued and distributed in European Union (except Switzerland): by Credit Suisse Securities (Europe) Limited, One Cabot Square, London E14 4QJ, England, which is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and 
regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Germany: Credit Suisse (Deutschland) Aktiengesellschaft regulated by the Bundesanstalt fuer Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht ("BaFin"). United States and 
Canada: Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC; Switzerland: Credit Suisse AG; Brazil: Banco de Investimentos Credit Suisse (Brasil) S.A or its affiliates; Mexico: Banco Credit Suisse (México), S.A. (transactions related to the securities 
mentioned in this report will only be effected in compliance with applicable regulation); Japan: by Credit Suisse Securities (Japan) Limited, Financial Instruments Firm, Director-General of Kanto Local Finance Bureau ( Kinsho) No. 66, a 
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